
Capability enhancements will include:

•  the Watchkeeper Unmanned Air Vehicle 
surveillance and reconnaissance programme, 
which will allow us to find and strike the 
enemy much more quickly on the battlefield. 

 
•  the introduction of the Apache attack 

helicopter in Autumn 2004 which will 
increase our ability to strike with precision 
and at range. 

• the new Javelin anti-tank guided weapon in 
2005. 

However, to reflect the reduced air threat to 
our forces on operations, we will be reducing 
our Ground Based Air Defence capability, 
including disbanding four RAF Regiment Rapier 
Squadrons. In future, Rapier will be operated 
by the Army. 

Air

Air power has been shown to be a critically 
important aspect of modern warfare, and for 
that reason our air capabilities have been 
significantly enhanced since the SDR:

• The Tornado GR4 upgrade.

• The development of the Harrier GR9 force.

• Storm Shadow (proven in Iraq), Brimstone 
and Maverick precision-guided missiles.

• Equipping the Tornado F3 with AMRAAM 
(medium range) and ASRAAM (short-range) 
missiles.

With individual aircraft and weapons much more 
capable, the overall requirement for fast jets is 
reduced. We are therefore now able to reduce 
the number of Tornado F3 squadrons by one, 
and bring forward the withdrawal of the Jaguar 
force to 2007. This will allow us to close the 
airfield at RAF Coltishall by December 2006.
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Capability Implications

The new Defence Command Paper: 
‘Delivering Security in a Changing World: 
Future Capabilities‘ sets out a modernised 
force structure for the UK Armed Forces. 
This fact sheet is one of a set summarising 
these changes and the background to them.

Further advances in weapons, networking and in the aircraft 
themselves will see continuing substantial improvements in 
capability in the decade to come:

• Our future combat air power will be built around the multi-
role Typhoon and Joint Combat Aircraft, which will be able 
to deliver the offensive air (for attacking ground targets) and 
air defence (for attacking other aircraft) capabilities currently 
delivered by aircraft that can only do one or the other.

• The core of our airlift capability remains the fleet of 
 C-130 aircraft and, from 2011, the new A400M. But to 

accommodate the larger air transportable items we will buy 
outright the current fleet of four leased C-17 aircraft and 
purchase one additional aircraft.

• Over the next 10 years we plan to invest over £3 billion in 
helicopters to replace and enhance our existing capability.

Other capabilities

We will continue to invest in the area of logistics:

• We intend to use some of the resources freed up elsewhere to 
make major enhancements to our asset tracking capability to 
ensure the right material is in the right place at the right time 
- learning the lessons from operations in Iraq. 

• We are investing heavily in communications systems – Skynet 
5, Cormorant, Falcon and Bowman - all of which will underpin 
Network Enabled Capability (Factsheet 4).

Summary

Taken together, these measures will take forward the 
modernisation of the Armed Forces that began with the 1998 
Strategic Defence Review and ensure that they are equipped 
and trained to continue to repeat their many successes of 
recent years.



• We are therefore able to pay off the oldest Type 42 
destroyers: HMS Cardiff, Newcastle and Glasgow. We will 
also pay off three Type 23 frigates, HMS Norfolk, Marlborough 
and Grafton earlier than planned. But we will continue to 
invest in new technology to continue to give the remaining 
frigates the edge over potential adversaries. 

• Nuclear-powered attack submarines remain an important 
capability, although we assess a fleet of eight will be sufficient 
to meet the tasks required. The capability will be further 
enhanced when the Astute Class submarines come into 
service, equipped with the latest generation of the Tomahawk 
cruise missile. 

• Our maritime surveillance requirements can be met with 16 
Nimrod MR2 aircraft (a reduction from 21). The MRA4 aircraft 
should offer greater capability and endurance, and could 
meet the requirement with a fleet of about 12 aircraft.

• Amongst smaller vessels, we can meet our mine counter-
measure requirements with 16 ships, allowing us to pay off 
HMS Inverness, Bridport and Sandown by April 2005. And 
the improved situation in Northern Ireland means we can pay 
off the patrol vessels Brecon, Dulverton and Cottesmore by 
April 2007.

Land

Recent operational experience and our assessment of future 
threats show us that we need to rebalance the Army to ensure 
that it is better structured and equipped to conduct the full 
range of tasks on battalion and brigade-sized operations, 
especially when there are several such operations ongoing 
around the world.

This means making sure that each deployable brigade is fully 
established with its own logistics support, and that the Army 
has the appropriate balance of light, medium and heavy forces, 
capable of being deployed quickly and flexibly. 

The Land Force of the future will therefore consist of:

• Two heavy armoured brigades.

• Three medium-weight brigades.

• A light brigade.

• The Air Assault and Royal Marine Commando Brigades.

The shift in emphasis to light and medium 
weight forces will allow the reduction of 
seven Challenger 2 armoured squadrons and 
six AS90 artillery batteries by March 2007. 
These changes include:

• Re-roling a Challenger 2 regiment as an 
armoured reconnaissance regiment.

• Creating 3 light armoured squadrons to 
support the development of the Future 
Rapid Effects System (FRES), which will 
spearhead our robust medium-weight 
capability in the future. 

• Re-roling 3 AS90 batteries to Light Gun, to 
support the new light brigade.

The improved security situation in Northern 
Ireland now allows us to restructure the 
infantry. We will reduce the total number of 
infantry battalions by four, one of which will 
comprise a battalion recruited in Scotland: 
and base the remaining 36 on large single 
cap-badge regiments of 2 or more battalions. 
The manpower freed by these changes 
will be used to generate stronger, more 
resilient infantry battalions and additional 
engineering, signals, intelligence and 
logistics support to deployed brigades. 

The need to move infantry battalions and 
their families en bloc every few years will 
also be phased out, with the changes to the 
regimental structure allowing Army families 
to put down roots in the communities in 
which they are based.

Capability Implications

Delivering Security in a Changing World: 
Future Capabilities is the result of a far-
reaching exercise to identify how we can 
deliver the policy requirement (Factsheet 1). 
It is underpinned by a shift toward ‘effects 
based’ warfare –focusing on the impact our 
armed forces can deliver, rather the number 
of systems we need. One consequence is 
that if fewer modern ships, tanks and aircraft 
can deliver the effects we require, we will 
need fewer people to man and support them, 
and fewer bases.

Below, we describe the most significant 
changes to the force structure across the 
Maritime, Land, and Air environments.

Maritime

The future Royal Navy will provide an even 
more versatile and expeditionary force, with 
an increased emphasis on being able to 
project power onto the land when and where 
we want to. The force structure reflects the 
reduced conventional threat at sea and will 
be based around our aircraft carrier and 
amphibious task forces:

• In the short term we will have the 
upgraded Harrier GR9 aircraft operating 
from our existing three aircraft carriers.

• The introduction of two new large carriers 
operating the state-of-the-art Joint 
Combat Aircraft will transform our ability 
to project power from the sea. 

• Similarly, our two new assault ships, HMS 
Albion and Bulwark, supported by the Bay 
Class landing ships, will provide a step 
change in our ability to launch and support 
forces ashore. 

• Destroyers and frigates will remain a key 
part of the Fleet – whether as part of task 
groups or operating independently. We 
conclude that a fleet of 25 destroyers 
and frigates will meet our requirements. 
Eight new Type 45 destroyers will form a 
vital part of this force, and provide much 
greater effectiveness per ship. 


